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UNIT STANDARDS

WHAT STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO KNOW

STRATEGY

EXAMPLE

WORDS TO KNOW

Students will learn how to:
•  Retell stories like fables and folktales including the 
central message or moral.
•  Explain how the characters in action parts of a story 
affect the story.
•  Write a story that is real or imaginary that includes 
dialogue that shows the thoughts of the characters. 
•  Be able to choose a word that will have the most 
effect in a story.
•  Determine the literal and nonliteral meaning of 
phrases and determine the intensity of similar words 
(example: walk, jog, run, sprint).

•  Explain the central message or moral of a 
folktale, myth, or legend

•  Choose a word or phrase that will fit best in a 
story (walk vs. run) 

•  Create a graphic novel that is based on a myth, 
legend, or folktale they are familiar with

•  Include dialogue in their graphic novel that 
shows the thoughts and feelings of the charac-
ters

Help your child better understand literal and 
nonliteral phrases in text by having them go 
on a scavenger hunt for nonliteral phrases 
and then determine the literal meaning of 
the phrase.  

Help your child select a familiar story or 
text to use for their scavenger hunt. Amelia 
Bedelia is one example of a book that uses 
several nonliteral phrases. Then have your 
child fold a piece of paper in half lengthwise 
or draw a line down the middle of a piece of 
paper.

Next, have your child read the book being 
careful to look for any nonliteral phrases. 
Have them write down any nonliteral phrase 
they read in the text. A few examples of 
nonliteral phrases with their literal meaning 
are listed below:

•  ‘Hit the books’ - study

•  ‘Raining cats and dogs’ - raining very hard

•  ‘Fish out of water’ - feeling uncomfortable

After your child has identified some 
nonliteral phrases, have them draw a 
picture of the nonliteral meaning on one 
side of the paper and a picture of the literal 
meaning on the other side of the paper. For 
example, for ‘hit the books’, they could draw 
a picture of someone physically hitting 
some books on one side and then someone 
studying on the other side.

Be sure to discuss the differences between 
the literal and nonliteral meaning for each 
phrase with your child. 
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Help your child use the ‘Somebody 
Wanted But So Then’ (SWBST) strategy to 
retell a story and include important infor-
mation from the story. Your child should be 
able to read a variety of texts, in different 
genres, and be able to retell the story.  

Review the ‘Somebody Wanted But So Then’ 
strategy with your child:

•  Somebody: Who are the main characters?

•  Wanted: What did the main character 
want?

•  But: What was the problem?

•  So:  How did the character try to solve the 
problem?

•  Then: What was the resolution to the 
story?

Then help them select a familiar text to 
read. After reading the text, have them 
practice retelling the story to you using the 
SWBST strategy. Make sure they include 
important information from the story in 
their retelling.

Help your child learn about fables and then 
write their own fable. Fables typically 
include talking animals as the main 
characters who learn a valuable lesson.  

Help your child brainstorm and think of 
several animals they would like to write 
about and problems the animals might 
have. Then read the two fables listed below 
with them. These stories include a main 
character that learned an important lesson.

•  “The Wolf and the Crane”

•  “The Wolf, the Kid, and the Goat” 

After reading the two fables together, have 
your child write their own fable using the 
animals and problems from their 
brainstorming session. Their fable should 
be 1-3 paragraphs in length. The events, 
action, and dialogue in their fable should 
teach the characters a lesson or moral. 
Remind your child to include descriptive 
language throughout their writing.

Use the Third Grade Narrative Writing 
Rubric to help you evaluate your child’s 
writing.

•  Aesop’s Fables link                 
•  Folktales link 
•  Greeks and Romans Myth link
•  Grammar Practice link
•  Third Grade Writing Activities link
•  Story Database link

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IZAnb5RhVRvQovRlWLHkE9BnL1k1WYqc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1010uaheSQRbL7jUXxka_3TV20q8sMtFM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tf2ZbL47hplyRfulVq8fWPA4gmC8zge_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18T57N8PZiU62H1-mJTZMeMq3NLeF6FRK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18T57N8PZiU62H1-mJTZMeMq3NLeF6FRK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eQGHEU1BUPqwYhPt2LFxPLZ1gLjBnjMj/view?usp=sharing
http://www.kidsgen.com/stories/folk_tales/ 
http://www.talesbeyondbelief.com/ 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zv48q6f
https://www.education.com/activity/third-grade/writing/
http://www.readworks.org

